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INTRODUCTION
Increasing the energy-efficiency of manufacturing has been an important element of U.S. energy policy since the
early 1970s, when fuel shortages and price increases focused national attention on the critical role of energy in the
industrial sector. Over the past 10 years, energy efficiency in Inanufacturing has also become an important element
of utility resource planning as a means of Ineeting growing energy demand without constructing additional power
plants. Since the late 1980's, industrial efficiency has also been recognized as a potentially effective means of
preventing atmospheric pollution from utility power generation and on-site cOlnbustion.

A number of common manufacturing end-uses have been identified as having substantial inefficiencies. Initially,
motors and lighting were found to be m~jor energy wasters, followed by space conditioning, and, very recently,
industrial compressed air systems. As planners have identified these areas, they have developed programs to
encourage manufacturers to improve the operating efficiency of these end-uses. Such programs have been offered
by both utilities and govemlnent agencies.

Another aspect of manufacturing processes considered to have significant conservation potential involves thermal
losses from process heating and cooling systems. Qualitative asseSSlnents suggest that conventional insulation
practices leave a great deal of thermal process equiplnent either underinsulated or completely uninsulated. However,
recent attempts at survey-based estilnation of such thennal losses (discllssed later in this report) have been
inconclusive. The North American Insulation Manufacturers Association (NAIMA) commissioned this analysis to
develop a new approach to estimating the energy efficiency potential in industrial pipe and vessel insulation.

This paper describes the Barakat & Chatnberiin/Alliance to Save Energy approach to assessing the economic
potential for industrial pipe and vessel insulation. Based on thousands of actual industrial energy audits, it develops
rigorous, conservative estilnates of the energy efficiency potential for insulation in the U.S. manufacturing sector.

This paper is based on a NAIMA-supported study that estilnated the conservation potential for industrial insulation
measures based on Departlnent of Energy (DOE) field audit data for over 3,000 facilities throughout the U.S.
Relying upon field audit data offers an ifidependent iJnplementation-oriented perspective on the insulation problem.
It provides useful data on the cost of these insulation Ineasures, and addresses that portion of the total conservation
potential which can be achieved economically. The results of this report provide additional insight into issues
relevant to program development and delivery.

The estimates are based on an extrapolation of the DOE field audit data to the u.s. manufacturing sector as a
whole. First the study characterizes the industry-specific energy consumption characteristics of the plants which
have been served by the DOE audit progranl. The study next sumlnarizes the industry-specific conservation
potential, implementation costs, and energy cost savings that could be realized from the insulation measures
contained in these audits. The study then applies these nUlnhers to the haseline energy consumption profile of all
U"S. manufacturing plants, therehy providing estilnates of conservation potential nationwide. The report performs
some additional analysis on the relative frequency and cost-effectiveness of specific thermal insulation measures.
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The initial step in studies of this type is a review of the existing literature relevant to the topic. To this end, we
conducted searches of engineering, Inanufacturing, and economic journal databases for citations of relevant
insulation-related publications. While were ahle to find a handful of articles addressing the subject, they were
mostly "how to" articles for use by plant engineers for specific installations. We also contacted several
manufacturing energy-efficiency experts in the engineering department of leading universities, none of whom were
able to identify any useful work in this area. With the exception of earlier NAIMA survey analyses (discussed later
in this report), we were unable to find any previous estilnates of thermal conservation potential on a large scale.

EADC PROGRAM AUDIT DATABASE
The Energy Analysis and Diagnostics Centers (EADC) Prograln is adlninistered by the Department of Energy to
assist small- and medium-sized manufacturers in improving their overall energy efficiency. The program offers free
energy audits of manufacturing plants conducted by engineering faculty and students from 30 major universities
throughout the country. The audits contain baseline plant operating characteristics and measure-specific estimates
of energy-savings potential, implementation costs, and energy cost savings for a full range of industrial efficiency
improvements, including insulation ilnprovelnents. The audits recommend only those measures considered to be
cost-effective from the plant's perspective hased on site-specific implementation and energy costs.

Since EADC audits are conducted at the plant level, energy usage and savings are reported in site BTU. This means
that electric energy usage is treated as having an energy value of 3,413 BTU per kWh. Source BTU
analysis-which assigns a prilnary energy use value of 10,600 BTU per kWh-is appropriate for macro-level
analysis, such as total energy savings at the national level. Hence at the end of our analysis, we convert electricity
savings to source BTU to identify national level illlpacts. For the Inain part of the analysis, however (and in all
of the tables), electricity usage and savings are reported in site BTU

The EADe prograzn has maintained a datahase of its audit findings since 1981. The audit results are classified by
plant Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code and Ineasure identification code (DIECO). We extracted
insulation measures frOlTI the database to develop industry-specific sUlnmaries of EADC audit findings for these
measures. OUf search found insulation measures were recolnlnended in I, 190 (39 %) of the 3,980 plants contained
in the version of the datahase we used. (The datahase is continually updated as new audits are completed).
Insulation-related measures accounted for 1,689 (8 %) of 20,753 efficiency recommendations made in these plants.
Table 1 summarizes the nlllnber of plants audited and the number with insulation recommendations by SIC code.

Note that the EADC prograrn datahase generally included at least 20, and as Inany as 513 plants for the industrial
SIC categories. The only exception was 51C 21 (tobacco) for which no data were available.
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Table 1
EADC PLANTS WITH INSULATION RECOl\1l\1ENDATIONS

SIC
Plant~ in EADC

EADC PhUll~ w/Insulation Recoll1numdatiou.~
Dntuhnse

20 495 215 43.4%

21 0 0 NA

22 191 62 32.5%

23 143 46 32.2%

24 157 43 23.0%

25 94 19 20.2%

26 204 68 33.3%

27 172 39 22.7%

28 170 53 31.2%

29 26 19 73.1%

30 378 158 41.8%

31 22 4 18.2%

32 140 41 29.3%

33 227 63 27.8%

34 513 139 27.1%

35 3R6 R6 22.3%

36 240 65 27.1%

37 152 25 16.4%

38 96 24 25.0%

39 69 18 26.1%

Conservation Potenthd in EADC Plant"
Table 2 summarizes EADe plant haseline, on-site electricity and natural gas consumption and conservation potential
due to insulation-related Ineasures ill those plants l-t'here insulation rneasures were recornnlended. Recall that these
plants account for 30% of the sites in the EADC database. When the energy savings froln these plants are projected
to the national level, they are diluted proportionately. This means that froln the perspective of an individual plant
owner, the energy savings potential is more fairly represented by the numbers in Table 2, even though average
savings nationwide are lower because Inany plants contain no econolnic insulation investments.

From an individual plant owner's perspective, insulation investtnents identified in EADe audits can save, on
average, .56 % of electricity usage and 2.81 % of natural gas and other fuels. These savings potentials vary by SIC;
Lumber and Wood (SIC 24) and Furniture and Fixtures (SIC 25) show savings potentials of 7.5 % and 12.75 % of
gas usage.

While many EADC plants used additional types of fuel, reported insulation impacts were almost entirely on electric
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and natural gas end-uses. The small amount of impacts on other fuels were included in the natural gas category
(on a Btu basis) for convenience. We consider the reported conservation potential in Table 2 to be an "economic"
potential since only cost-effective ilnprovements were recommended by the EADC program.

Cost-effectiveness in this analysis is calculated from the individual energy user perspective, based on energy costs
and utility bills at each site. This perspective is encompassed by the ~'participant test" in standard utility resource
economics. It does not address electric generation capacity avoided costs or environmental externalities, for instance,
which are often included in cost-effectiveness analyses from a utility's or society's perspective.

Tahle 2
EADC PLANT INSULATION ECONOl\1IC ENERGY EFFICIENCY POTENTIAL

IN PLANTS WITH INSULATION RECOl\1l\1ENDATIONS

.... .. '

ELECTHICITY NATURAL GAS

.,n..l~""''r}
Conservation Conservation

n~t~e Energy Base Energy
:>.< (1\11\1l1tu) (M1\18tu)

(% of (l\1Mlltu) (I\1MBtu)
(% or

:'.'

Belse) Base)

20 Food and kindred products 3.645.395 7.747 0.21 8.856.615 206,547 2.33%

21 Tobacco products NA NA NA NA NA NA

22 Textile mill products 1.3X4.311 2,565 0.J9 3,295.453 54,416 1.65%

23 Apparel and other textil~ products 277.701 2.535 0.91 532,035 15,411 2.90%

24 Lumber and wood products 870.760 2,113 0.24 948,062 71,652 7.56%

25 Furniture and fixtures 221.176 2.683 1.26 134,746 17,192 12.76%

26 Paper and allied products 1.337.661 8.038 0.60 4.248,985 116,012 2.73%

27 Printing and publishing 379.440 1.595 0.42 382.998 5,995 1.57%

28 Chemicals and allied products I.OOlj.030 2.179 0.22 2.143.129 26,752 1.25%

29 Petroleum and coal products 173.952 2.4X7 1.43 1.888,222 37,968 2.01%

30 Rubber and misc. plastics prod. 2,733.876 39.763 1.45 1,857,548 39,305 2.12%

31 Leather and leather products 32.653 61 0.19 170,390 3,739 2.19%

32 Stone, clay and glass products 1.112.347 138 0.01 4,012,578 138,707 3.46%

33 Primary metal industries 1.352,538 8.749 0.65 2,065,759 73,569 3.56%

34 Fabricated metal products 1.696.RXO 7.025 0.41 4.115,628 157,585 3.83%

35 Industrial machin~ry and equip. 1. J09.294 5.415 0.49 1.124.495 40,281 3.58%

36 Electronic and other elec. ~quir. 925.4R6 6.437 0.70 751.278 19,859 2.64%

37 Transportation equipluent 470.342 3.133 0.67 505.096 14,343 2.84%

38 Instruments and related products 212,161 1,374 0.65 181,533 6,056 3.34%

39 Misc. manufacturing industri~s 120,436 1,852 1.54 137,290 3,065 2.23%

19.056.437 105.889INUU~TKl~:S 0.56% 37.351.839 1,048,,454 2081%

Economic potential is typically suhstantially lower than Utechnical it potential, which includes all technically feasible
improvements regardless of their cost. Tahle 2 contains potential estimates for all insulation measures combined.
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A discussion of specific measure impacts and costs follows in a subsequent section of this report.The "Base Energy"
reported in Table 2 reports the total annual energy consumption (based on site BTU) for all of the EADC plants
in each SIC category. The savings reported are the total savings for insulation measures in all the plants in each
SIC category. Consequently, plant-specific savings estimates may vary from the average percentage savings figures
presented.

U.S<t CONSERVATION POTENTIAL
We applied the EADe conservation estimates to the U. S. Jnanufacturing sector to estimate the nationwide economic
potential for insulation Ineasures. The ti rst step in the process was to characterize baseline U. S. manufacturing
energy consumption. To do this, we drew upon the DOE's Energy Information Administration periodic surveys
of industrial energy use. The most recent study puhlished was for 1991. Table 3 summarizes annual industrialon
site consumption of electricity, natural gas, and other fuels by 2-digit SIC category.

As Table 4 shows, our analysis produces an estiJnated overall economic conservation potential for insulation
measures of 51 trillion Btu, or 0.34 % of total annual industrial energy consumption. This figure is based on site
BTU; if we convert electricity savings to source BTU, the 51 trillion Btu would increase to 61 trillion Btu, or the
equivalent of 9.5 million harrels of No.4 fuel oil per year. Tahle 4 also shows that the conservation potential for
natural gas alone is 0.85 %, cOlnpared to O. 19 % for electricity alone. This is consistent with the fact that electricity
is used for process heating far less frequently than natural gas.

The industrial sectors with the greatest potential in tenns of total Btu are SIC 29 (petroleum and coal products) at
13 trillion Btu, , SIC 33 (primary Jnetals) at 8 trillion Btu, , SIC 28 (chelnicals) at 7 trillion Btu, and SIC 20 (food
and kindred products) at 5 trillion Btu. These four groups account for nearly two-thirds of total conservation
potential for insulation.

Strengths and Limitations of the EADC...Based Estilnates
The estimates of conservation potential hased on the EADC audit data are straightforward. The EADC is the largest
source available of field data on industrial energy efficiency potential. With such a large number of audits covering
all major SIC sectors, we have confidence that the EADC data can he used to pr~ject economic potential nationwide.

Our work with the datahase has revealed a nUll1her of strengths:

IlllB It is based on actual audit findings in working industrial facilities.

lD It encompasses a large s3111ple of geographically distributed plants.

lID AU but one industry group (SIC 21) and all fuel types are included.

iiiI Standardized auditing and r~portjng protocols supported data collection.

fiR hnrh~lnentation cost and savings data an~ reported.
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Table 3
BASELINE U.S. INDUSTRIAL SITE ENERGY CONSUMPTION - 19911

ELECTRICITY NATURAL GAS OTHER FUELS ALL' FUELS

SIC:
)i:

(Trill.
%

(Trill.
%

(Trill. (Trill.

.:.: ..... Btu) Btu) Btu) Btu)

20 Food and kindred products 169 7.1% 512 9.3% 272 '3.8% 953 6.3% .

21 Tobacco products 3 0.1% 4 0.1% 17 0.2% 24 0.2

22 Textile min products 101 4.3% 108 2.0% 64 0.9% 273 1.8%

23 Apparel and other textile products 19 0.8% 19 0.3% 6 0.1% 44 0.3%

24 Lumber and wood products 61 2.6% 41 0.7% 321 4.5% 423 2.8%

25 Furniture and fixtures 17 0.7% 19 0.3% 31 0.4% 67 0.4%

26 Paper and allied products 201 8.5% 54g 10.0% 1.723 24.1% 2,472 16.5%

27 Printing and puhlishing 53 2.2% 48 0.9% 7 0.1% 108 0.7%

28 Chemicals and allied products 440 18.6% 1.669 30.3% 931 13.0% 3,040 20.2%

29 Petroleuln and coal products 105 4.4% 838 15.2% 2.044 28.6% 2,987 19.9%

30 Rubber and Inisc. plastics prod. 116 4.9% 96 1.7% 25 0.3% 237 1.6%

31 Leather and leather products 3 0.1% 5 0.1% 4 0.1% 12 0.1%

32 Stone, clay and glass products 105 4.4% 380 6.9% 409 5.7% 894 6.0%

33 Primary 1l1etal industries 499 21.1% 686 12.5% 1.107 15.5% 2,292 15.3%

34 Fabricated lucta! pl'oducts 102 4,3% 174 3.2% 29 0.4% 305 2.0%

35 Industrial nlachinery and equip. 101 4.3% 109 2.0% 25 0.3% 235 1.6%

36 Electronic and other cI~c. equip. 102 4.3% 79 1.4% 15 0.2% 196 1.3%

31 Transportation cquiplnenl 118 5.0% 132 2.4% 83 1.2% 333 2.2%

38 Instruments and related rr()duct~ 42 1.8% 25 0.5% 31 0.4% 98 0.7%

39 Misc. Inanufacturing industries 14 0.5% 15 0.3% 4 0.1% 31 0.2%

~ ALL INDUSTRIES II 2.369 I 100% I 5,507 I 100% I 7.148 I 100% I 15.024 I 100% I
We applied the SIC-specific estimates of EADC plants with insulation recommendations from Table 1 and the
percentage savings potentials in those plants froln Table 2 to the baseline U.S. manufacturing consumption of
electricity and natural gas froIn Table 3, This calculation yielded an estimated economic potential for thermal
insulation measures nationwide. Tahle 4 sUInInarizes haseline energy conslunption and the potential estimates by
SICo Note that no conservation potential is indicated for fuels other than electricity and natural gas, since the EADC
audits did not identify significant savings for these other types of fuels.

11994 U.S. DOE Manujacuuing En('rgy Consumpliol1 Sun'ey: Cn/lsllmplio/1 of Energy 1991. Energy Inforlnation Adlninistration.
Washington, D.C. Draft as of March 30. 1994.
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Table 4
U~S .. INDUSTRIAL CONSERVATION POTENTIAL FOR THERMAL INSULATION :MEASURES ..1988

,SEa 'f N", ll'tlllt"" IIU.N ....14:•.• liN. .'U _I!.J~ .. _'.J\l.
.... .

.• ~. FeIS rt";:..AftA 11;.1.« ...0111....- ·~~,_I..w 'II i:'..;;~.;..SIC INUU:S]I(Y 'UI~I'U~ U.l:.d~-U... ..<. f'UU.v~ }>:. >: •. < IBr..Il·UCI03 rllCQ

Trilt Bm Bill" Btu %of Bill. Btu .~·of Base ~ of Base % of.
B~e B~e

20 Food and kindred 169 512 272 953 156.0 0.09 5,186.3 l.01 % N/A N/A 5,342 0.56%

21 Tobacco* 3 4 17 24 5.1 0.17 34.1 0.85% N/A N/A 39 .016%

22 Textile nlill 101 108 64 273 60.7 0.06 578.9 0.54% N/A N/A 640 0.23%

23 Apparel and other textile 19 19 6 44 55.8 0.29 177.0 0.93% N/A N/A 233 0.53%

24 Lumber and wood 61 41 321 423 34.0 0.06 712.5 1.74% NIA N/A 747 0.18%

25 Furniture and fixtures 17 19 31 67 43.5 0.26 490.0 2.58% N/A N/A 533 0.80%

26 Pap~r and allied 201 548 1,723 2.472 402.6 0.20 4.987.0 0.91 % N/A N/A 5,390 0.22%

27 Printing and publishing 53 48 7 lOR 50.5 0.10 170.4 0.35% N/A N/A 221 0.20%

28 Chetnicalsand allied 440 1,669 931 3.040 296.2 0.07 6.495.2 0.39% NIA N/A 6,791 0.22%

29 Petrokumand coal 105 838 2,044 2.987 1,097.2 1.04 12,313.7 1.47% N/A N/A 13,411 0.45%

30 Rubber and plastics 116 96 25 237 705.2 0.61 849.1 0.88%· N/A N/A 1,554 0.66%

31 Leather 3 5 4 12 1.0 0.03 19.9 0.40% N/A N/A 21 0.17%

32 Stone, clay and glass 105 380 409 894 3.8 0.00 3,846.9 1.01 % N/A N/A 3,851 0.43%

33 Primary metal industries 499 686 1,107 2,292 895.8 0.18 6,780.4 0.99% N/A N/A 7,676 0.33%

34 Fabricated metal 102 174 29 305 114.4 0.11 1,805.2 1.04% N/A N/A 1,920 0.63%

35 Industrial machinery 101 109 25 235 109.8 0.11 869.9 0.80% NIA N/A 980 0.42%

36 Electronic and other electric 102 79 15 196 192.1 0.19 565.6 0.72% N/A N/A 758 0.39%

37 Transportation equipment 118 132 83 333 129.3 0.11 616.5 0.47% N/A N/A 746 0.22%

38 Instruments and related 42 25 31 98 68.0 0.16 208.5 0.83% N/A N/A 277 0.28%

39 Misc. manufacturing 14 15 4 II 48.1 0.40 87.4 0.58% NIA N/A 135 .Q.44%.

ALL ALL INDUSTRIES 2,369 5,507 7,148 15,024 4,469 0.19 46,795 0.85% N/A N/A 51,264 :.0~34%

~ue to audit data limitations, the "ALL INDUSTRIES" conservation potential is used for SIC 21.
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Nonetheless, the results of this analysis should be interpreted with caution. While the EADC program has collected
an impressive dataset for a wide range of nl~asures in a wide range of plants, use of the EADC data requires a
thorough understanding of the program's ohj~ctives and operations. The database is not without its limitations, and
these must be taken into consideration when evaluating the conservation estimates it provides. Some notable
limitations follow:

II The audit recolnlnendations are based on the economic perspectives of individual energy users.
Auditors typically recolnlnended the fastest-payback measures, based on experience that indicated
manufacturers would be I~ss interested in longer-payback measures. This practice likely resulted
in understatement of the ~conoillic potential of insulation measures. More rigorous economic
analysis, based on life-cycle costing over the life of the measures, would likely produce a much
higher estimate of econorllic potential.

III Insulation l11easures were considered along with hundreds of other conservation measures in a

limited period of time (typically I or 2 days). It is conceivable that audits focussing on insulation
measures alone would identify additional opportunities that a more cursory audit may have missed.

l1li Only smaIJ- and m~dium-sized plants are audited hy the EADC program. The application of the
data to larg~r facilities 111ay introduce S0l11e ~rror into the analysis.(Pilot studies by EADC suggest
that these ~rrors ar~ prohably 111inor).

The first point, that l11any cost-effective nleasur~s were not included in typical EADC audits, indicates that our
analysis is a defensible lower hound for econornic potential. Use of Inore sophisticated methods, such as NAIMA's
3 E economic thickness cOlnputer rnodel, would likely produce higher estilnates of cost-effective savings at a given
plant. However, the EADC datahase do~s not contain the plant-level data needed to provide the inputs to run the
3 E model. Even if this level of detail wer~ availahle, running the 3 E Inodel for each of the 1,190 insulation
measures in the EADC datahase would he prohihitively expensive.

This last point relating to plant size 111ay hav~ rath~r illlportant ilnplications for interpreting the potential estimates.
It could be argued that insulation potential is concentrated not only in a handful of industries, but also in the largest
plantss On the other hand, the largest plants Inay he the hest managed and, consequently, may have the lowest
potential for insulation efficiency ilnprovenlents (in percentag~ tenlls). Unfortunately, the EADe data does not
support analyses of the effects of plant size on conservation potential, so we were unable to draw definitive
conclusions on this issue.

Overall, our review of the EADC data indicates that our analysis has produced a conservative estimate of economic
potentiaL We still believe, however, that this data is perhaps the most realistic basis for projecting economic
potential on a national scale. It is hard to justi fy r~jecting field data in favor of surveyor theoretical engineering
data.. Manufacturing plants are full of critical production processes, inaccessible spaces, and hazards, which can
limit the feasibility of insulation-related efficiency nleasur~s. These inlpediments could also add considerable costs
to insulation upgrades, well heyond those costs for the purchase and installation of the insulation itself. These
factors limit the true achievahle potential for ~fficiency irnprovelnents under field conditions.

Comparisons with Previous Estinlates
A previous study by Drexel University estinlated a conservation potential for insulation of 4.7 % of total industrial
energy usage. 2 Our study estilnates a potential of 0.34 % of total industrial energy - exactly 1/14th of the Drexel
result. This is a large cJift~rence with considerable policy ilnplications. We believe that both numbers have been
estimated reasonably. The difference lies in the Inethodology employed and in the interpretation of the estimates.

H.L Brown and W. Steigelrllan. 1991. Narionalllldusrrial Insulation Survey and Analysis ofEnergy,
Environmental, and EconOlnic Itnpacts. Drexel University and RCG/Hagler Bailly for Thermal Insulation
Manufacturers Association. Philadelphia.
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The Drexel study was based on engineering estilnates of conservation. Input data for these estimates was collected
by means of an extensive telephone survey of 500 manufacturing plants in the major industrial categories. While
this approach is advantageous in that it allows for the collection of prilnary data from many sources in a short period
of time, it is subject to certain limitations. Our experience with telephone surveys of industrial plant staff suggests
that they have great difficulty accurately quantifying plant characteristics in response to a survey. Short of working
out values from facility drawings, their estilnates of piping footage, operating temperature, insulation levels, and
other factors are probahly suhject to substantial errors.

As noted above, the cost-effectiveness and general feasibility of insulation retrofits may depend greatly on site
specific factors. The Drexel study presl.llnes that insulation ilnprovements hased on their engineering studies are,
in general, cost-effective. This assulnption is probably optinlistic. Given the Inethods employed, we consider the
Drexel estimates to be reasonable approximations of technical potential but not realistic for economic potential.

Technical potential is defined as the energy efficiency gains that could be obtained by installing the most efficient
measures that are commercially available in the current tilne frame. It ignores economic considerations and limits
on technical feasibility related to site-specific factors. Economic potential is defined as a subset of technical
potential; it is that portion of technical potential that is deelned cost-effective. As discussed earlier, cost
effectiveness can be defined fn>nl many perspectives: the individual energy user, a utility, all utility ratepayers, and
society as a whole.

Our estimate is explicitly hased on eC0110/n;c potential, and on a conservative definition of economic potential.
EADe auditors did not lise a classic cost-effectiveness test, in which the present value of savings over the life of
the measure is compared to its cost. Rather, they applied Ureal-world" payback guidelines, which limits their
measure recommendations to a suhset of the l11easures that would be theoretically cost-effective.

In this respect, the Drexel study and the current analysis are estilnating two different things. In other contexts,
economic potential has generally been estinlated as 25 % to 75 % of technical potential. Our value is much smaller
than that, which suggest that I) our estilnate is too low, 2) Drexel's estilnate is too high, or 3) our estimate is low
and Drexel's is too high. Given the nature of the data and historic hiases in these types of studies, we suspect that
option 3) is most likely. Without additional data, however, it is hard to say how much each number should be
adjusted. We recomlnenu considering these estilnates as upper and lower hounds on conservation potential with
the "true" econolnic potential lying sOlnewhere in hetween.

:MEASURE-SPECIFIC FINDINGS
Having estimated overall conservation potential for thennal insulation Ineasures in general, we now tum to some
discussion of the specific types of insulation 111easures included in the EADC program. A knowledge of the relative
importance of different lneasures 111ay be useful in directing progranl development and manufacturer education.

EADe audits address] 1 distinct insulation-related efficiency 111easures. The identification code (DIECO) and text
description for each of these 111easures follows in Tahle 5.
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Table 5
EADC INSULATION l\1EASURES SUMl\1ARY DESCRIPI'IONS

I[DIECO IMeasure Description I
1411 Repair faulty insulation on hoilers, furnaces, etc.

1412 Install boiler insulation, or upgrade to optimal thickness

2122 Cover or insulate condensate storage tanks

2123 Install, upgrade or repair insulation on condensate lines

2131 Install, upgrade or repair insulation on stealn lines

5331 Use optimum thickness insulation for low telnperatures

5511 Insulate bare tanks, vessels, lines, and process equiplnent

5512 Increase or repair insulation thickness on process tanks, vessels, lines and equipment

5513 Cover open tanks with floating insulation

6255 Install or upgrade insulation on HVAC distribution systems

6261 Use proper thickness of insulation on walls, ceilings, roofs and doors

In order to gauge the importance of the individual 1l1eaSUres, we extracted and summarized the number of times each
measure was recommended (frequency), the total recol11111ended savings for each Ineasure, the implementation costs,
and the value of energy savings (i.e. energy hill reductions). These sUlnlnary data are reported in Table 6.

As Table 6 shows, DIECO #5511 (Insulate hare tanks, vessels, lines, and process equipment) was the most
frequently recommended insulation nleasure, accounting for nearly half of all insulation recommendations. DIECO
#2131 (Install, upgrade or repair insulation on stean1 lines) was also very COlnmon, accounting for over 18 % of
recommendations. DIECO #6261 which covers huilding shell insulation, accounted for around 10% of
recommendations. The remaining 8 111easures each accounted for suhstantially less than 10% of total insulation
recommendations. The relativ~ contrihution of each In~asure in tenns of actual MMBtu savings is very similar to
its frequency.
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Tahle 6
EADC INSULATION 1\1EASURES SUl\11\1ARY DATA

I·••••••••• J>IF.CO•••••·········I
Shure of Shure of hn1)leluentatiou Cost Value of Euergy Payback

Recowlueudatious Snvin~s ($/MJVIBtu) Savings ($/MMntu) (years)

1411 1.1% 1.8% $3.02 $2.63 1.1

1412 6.1% 4.9% $3.24 $3.79 0.9

2122 7.0% 1.3~i $2.40 $3.93 0.6

2123 3.3% 5.2% $2.01 $4.12 0.5

2131 18.4% 21.5% $2.22 $4.10 0.5

5331 0.5% 0.2% $17.74 $10.71 1.7

5511 46.4% 42.8% $4.12 $4.45 0.9

5512 2.0% 3.4% $5.32 $5.37 1.0

5513 4.7% 7.2% $1.36 $4.80 0.3

6255 1.0% O.Xex-. $4.12 $6.33 0.7

6261 9.7% 10.9% $IS.03 $5.21 2.9

ALL 100% 100% $4.57 $4.45 1.0

Table 6 also summarizes average ilnplelnentation cost per conserved MMBtu for each insulation measure.
According to these data, the overall average ilnplementation cost of these measures (weighted by recommended Btu
savings) was $4.57 per lifetilne MMBtu (in 1993 dollars). DIECOs #5511 and #2131, the two most common, cost
an average of $4.12 and $2.22 per MMBtu respectively. The building shell insulation measure, DIECO #6261, was
the most expensive, averaging over $15.00 per 1\1 M Btu saved, Inore than three tilnes the average cost of all
insulation measures.. Tahle 3 surTIrnarizes av~rage sinlple payhack for each insulation measure based on plant
specific costs. The overall av~rag~ payhack for insulation Ineasures was almost exactly 1 year. Only three
measures had an average payhack exceeding I year. These were #1411 (Repair faulty insulation on boilers,
furnaces, etc.. ), #5331 (Use optinullll thickness insulation for low tenlperatures) and #6261 (Building shell measures).
Of these, all were expected to payhack in less than 3 years.

The short payback periods suggest that at least a substantial portion on the insulation iInprovements were highly
cost-effective and, consequently, would prohahly he attractive to plant Inanagers. This findings supports our
earlier assessment that EADe audit recolnnlendations encompass only a subset of measures that would be found
cost-effective by classical econolnic tests. In a given plant, a ITIOre thorough analysis, using tools such as NAIMA's
3 E program, could produce higher estinlates of potential savings.

EADC reports that the overall inlplenlentation rate of reC0l11111ended insulation Ineasures was 57 % (this estimate is
not based on hard data, hut on self-reported followup surveys, and so this data is not used in our core analysis).
Given the absence of other incentives such as utility rehates, this is a fairly high implementation rate. It supports
the finding that EADC recomlnendations are hased on Ineasures that are very economically attractive.

Ifwe assumed that EADC recolnlnendations were ilnplelnented at a 57 % rate, we could subtract this portion savings
for EADe-audited plants froln our national estinlate. Such a revision would reduce national savings by about 1
trillion BTU, or about 2 % of the 51 trillion total savings. Since this inlplelnentation rate is based only on plant self
reporting, we have not included such an adjustment in our analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS
According to our analysis, the ~stimat~d econolnic conservation potential for industrial thermal-insulation related
efficiency measures is within the rang~ of 9.5 Inillion to 131 llullion barrels of oil per year, or .34% to 4.7% of
total industrial energy use. We believe that a realistic estilnate of economic potential is in the low end of this range.

From the point of view of an individual plant nlanager, the energy efticiency potential of pipe and vessel insulation
is much higher than the national average estimate. Plants audited in the EADC program were shown to have saving
potential of2.81 % of natural gas usage on averag\j. S0l11e sectors showed ITIuch higher potential, up to 13 % of total
gas usage. If plant managers applied lTIOr~ thorough econolnic analysis, using tools such as the NAIMA 3 E model,
savings could be even great~r.
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